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Introduction
Recent trends in sustainable investing indicate a shift in views from accepting some principals in
sustainability to more investors now beginning to adjust their investment policies and decision making
to directly target many sustainable themes available but continue to aggressively incorporate ESG
(environment, social and governance) in their decision making.

A number of terms have recently been incorporated around ‘Sustainable’ investing. ESG, Sustainable,
Responsible, Impact and Socially Responsible seem to be almost interchangeable today. The purpose of
this survey was to understand investors’ views on investments that are focused on Sustainability /
Impact rather than views that broadly speaking ‘check the box’ of being ESG compliant. Sustainable
investing is therefore defined herein as investments that are focused on Sustainability / Impact.
Although much of the Sustainable investing trends have been in more liquid markets, the primary focus
of this survey is with regard to investors’ views towards Sustainable investing in the alternatives
investment asset class. The spirit of the survey was to not only understand investor’s views on returns,
strategies and sectors - but also to get a better grasp on how instututions are set up to tackle the investment
decision making process and where they are in building out their capabilities.
To garner a perspective on Sustainable Investing from the private equity industry including key
opportunities and constraints for global investors, Bright Harbor Advisors conducted the 2018 Sustainable
Investing Survey in July 2018, collecting data from 72 instituional investors who are primarily North
American (82%) and Western European (14%) with a combined private equity allocation exceeding $500
billion and with 82% managing between greater than $1 billion of AUM.
Consulting and advisory firms make up the largest portion of the survey respondents (22%), followed by
fund-of-funds (15%), followed by endowments (13%) and asset managers (11%). Given that consulting
and advisory firms typically have a broad array of institutional investors as clients, their feedback should
represent a broader set of underlying investors.
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Some of the data points that show the trend include according to a 2017 McKinsey Report: sustainable
investments have increased to 26% of professionally managed assets around the world (1); many of the
largest endowments globally have divested or are no longer making new fossil fuel investments
including, Cambridge, Oxford, Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Georgetown, MIT and others; Larry Fink
(CEO of Blackrock) has recently sent a letter to shareholders on Blackrock’s commitment to ESG
policies (2) and lastly, although with a long history of leadership in the field of sustainable investing,
CalPERS has recently become much more vocal and has devoted leadership internally to the effort.

It’s worth noting that some bias to the survey results is expected given that many potential respondents
who don’t have any mandate for Sustainability would naturally decline to participate.
Some of the more interesting results from our survey include:
•
•
•
•
•

Water and Wastewater Treatment as the most compelling opportunity above Solar, Sustainable
Food Production, Wind and others was one such notable finding.
Almost 20% of investors have sustainable private fund managers in a dedicated bucket and 81%
have some type of sustainability, impact, or ESG mandate as part of their formal investment
policy.
32% of investors make investments in carbon strategies while concurrently making investments
in sustainable strategies.
Regarding which type of Sustainable investment strategy is most compelling, growth equity beat
out both infrastructure and venture capital.
With respect to how well institutional investors are organized to make professional investment
decisions in the space, we found that a full 1/3 of respondents have someone on their team
dedicated to the space.
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We hope this report provides you with some insight into the current views of institutional investors on
sustainable investing. The team at Bright Harbor Advisors would like to thank the survey respondents for
taking the time to share their perspective and as always, we welcome any feedback you may have.
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Respondent
Overview

Global Limited Partner
Sustainable Investing Report
collected data from a
diversified base of qualified
investors from over 25
countries with a combined
private equity allocation

Private Investment Company
3%
Private Pension Fund
3%

Foundation
4%
Corporation
1%

Other
4%

Asset Manager
11%

Public Pension Fund
6%

Advisor/Consultant
22%

exceeding $500 billion.
Most of respondents were
North American and
Western European (96%).
Consulting and advisory
firms make up the largest

GovernmentOwned
Organization
4%

Fund of Funds
15%

Insurance
Company
6%

Family
Office
8%

Endowment
13%

portion of the survey
respondents, followed by
fund of funds, endowments
then asset managers.

Investors by Location

Other
1%

Asia
3%
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The 2018 Bright Harbor

Investors by Type

Western
Europe
14%

North America
82%
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Assets Under Management

How much are your assets under
management (AUM)?
> US $100 billion
US $50 - 100 billion

82% of the investors have an AUM greater

6.94%

than $1 billion. This would suggest that
feedback on the survey is from the

5.56%

perspective of sophisticated institutional

US $10 - 50 billion

20.83%

US $5 - 10 billion

18.06%
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US $1 - 5 billion
US $0.5 - 1 billion
< US $0.5 billion

investors.

30.56%
6.94%
11.11%

Sustainable Investing

Does your organization make investments in
sustainable (focused on Sustainability /
Impact) strategies?

We felt it was important to understand the

Other

appetite for Sustainability / Impact and

8.41%

how they expressed that through their
investment allocations.

ESG but not Sustainable

20.56%

Surprisingly, 30% of respondents say they
make Sustainable private investments.
Given the broad trend of having some type

Private

29.91%

of ESG accountability for investors, having
21% of respondent investing in ESG but

Public

17.76%

not Sustainable and having 18% investing
in Public (which could be considered
largely ESG, rather than sustainable) seems
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None

23.36%

to make sense.

Long-Term
Trends

Which of the long-terms trends do you
currently invest through private equity /
debt / real asset strategies?

Clearly Innovation is a
theme that encompasses

8.53%

Policy & Regulatory Changes

many strategies. A little
more than a 45% of
respondents recognizing the

46.51%

Innovation

Demographics and Climate
Changes suggesting support

27.13%

Demographics

for more traditional
sustainable investment
strategies. It will be

17.83%

Climate Change

important to see how this
changes over time.

Sub-Sectors
The most compelling
investment opportunities are
generally reflective of
consensus views on broader
global trends. Early
outsized returns have been
largely harvested in solar and
wind. Therefore it’s not
surprising to see Water and
Food high on the list of
compelling investment

Where do you think the most compelling
investment opportunities present
themselves today
(rank top 5 with 1=best)?
Water and Wastewater Treatment

200

Solar

157

Sustainable Food Production

150

Wind

121

Electric Transportation

118

Affordable Housing

108

Waste to Value
Microfinance for Poverty…

opportunities.
Respondents feedback was point weighted
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long-term trends of

86
39
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What are your net return hurdles for
Sustainable private equity fund investments on
an unlevered net IRR basis?

Expected Net Returns
The return hurdles would clearly
depend on the preferred strategy in

>20%

8.33%

Sustainable investing but one potential
conclusion to note here is that 8.33%

15-20%

of respondents expect a premium to

36.11%

traditional private equity type returns
and 6.94% seem to be willing to take
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10-15%

5-10%

0-5%

38.89%

a concession.

9.72%

6.94%

Sustainable vs Carbon
Do you make investments in carbon strategies
concurrent with Sustainable strategies?

Having more than 2/3 or respondents
mention their unwillingness to make
carbon investments concurrent with

No

68.06%

sustainable strategies seem consistent
with the broader trend seen in the
US. This is especially seen with
Endowments and Foundations looking
to more closely align their missions
with their investment focus.

Yes

6

31.94%

Resource
Allocation

Is there someone on your team dedicated to
Sustainable, Impact or ESG investing?

As indicated earlier,

Sustainable, Impact and
ESG investing has
become more

No

69.44%

mainstream and
therefore it’s not
surprising to see
building out their
capabilities to properly

Yes

30.56%

support a decisionmaking process in the
space.

Buckets
It’s BHA’s experience
that “bucketing” can
vary widely across
limited partners.
Almost 20% of

respondents allocate
their sustainable private

How are investments in Sustainable private
fund managers "bucketed" in your
organization?
40.00%

No formal buckets
Opportunistic / Esoteric
Socially Responsible Investments
ESG as a standalone category
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institutional investors

2.11%
5.26%
2.11%

fund managers in some
dedicated bucket.

Impact as a standalone category
Sustainable as a standalone category
PE/VC

Real Assets

8.42%
3.16%
22.11%
16.84%
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Are any of the following part of your investment
policy?

Investment Policy
Again, some bias expected

Other

18.75%

Socially Responsible

16.41%

here as described in the
summary given respondents
that do not have an interest
in sustainability will
generally not respond

Responsible
Investments

15.63%

However, the finding that
81% of respondents have
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ESG

22.66%

some type of sustainability /
impact / ESG exposure as

Impact

part of their formal

14.06%

investment policy speaks to

Sustainable

the commitment of investors

12.50%

to the space.

If yes to previous question, how long has it
been in place?

With a full 25% of

respondents having some
type of sustainability /

> 6 yrs

impact / ESG exposure as

24.64%

part of their formal
investment policy for 6 years

4 - 6 yrs

or more shows that for many

18.84%

the trend is less recent.

2 - 4 yrs

1 - 2 yrs

5.80%

13.04%

8
N/A

37.68%

Measuring Returns

Do you need to measure the impact for your
Sustainable investments?

As mentioned earlier in the
survey, the motivations for
investing in Sustainable
investments are broad

No

66.67%

reaching. It’s clear that
measuring the noneconomic impact remains
interesting to see what
standards emerge as the

Yes

33.33%

strategy becomes more
widely adopted.

What percentage of your portfolio is
targeted for Sustainable investments?

Portfolio
Construction
> 10%

11.11%
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important. It will be

The finding that 18% of
investors with an allocation

of 5% or more for

6 - 10%

6.94%

sustainable investments is
well above our expectation.

2 - 6%

1 - 2%

9.72%

6.94%
9

N/A

65.28%

Obstacles
What have been your biggest obstacles in
making Sustainable private market fund
investments?
Internal Mandate / Investment
Committee Buy-In is Unclear
Perception Risk (Cleantech
Performance)

Commitments to Sustainable
private market fund

25.00%

investments is not without
friction points. It is
interesting to see one

2.78%

quarter of respondents do
not have an internal mandate
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Finding Compelling Investment
Strategies

to invest. Given the broad

20.83%

track record of Cleantech
and an assumption that

Return Profiles that Match Our Targets

30.56%

sustainable investors might
have had Cleantech

Finding Managers with a Proven Track
Record

investments, one might have

20.83%

expected perception risk to

be a larger factor.

Where is your organization in your Sustainable
investing lifecycle?

Lifecycle
It is important to understand

Have a Mature Portfolio of Sustainable
Investments per Established Internal…

19.44%

their development regarding

Initial Allocations Made to Sustainable
Strategies

Starting to Consider

sustainable investing.

12.50%

Mapping the Sustainable Investing
Market
Currently Debating if We Should
Have a Sustainable Investing Strategy

Interestingly, respondents
were pretty evenly

15.28%

distributed between just
starting and having a mature

2.78%

portfolio.

22.22%

10
Not Interested

where respondents are in

27.78%

Sustainable
Investment
Strategy

What type of Sustainable investment strategy is
currently the most compelling from a
risk/reward perspective?
Public Equities ESG Strategies
Distributed Assets

6.94%
2.78%

The growth equity and
generally not surprising
given the expected net
return hurdles mentioned
earlier in this survey.
Considering the
underperformance of classic
corporate equity investment
structures, it is surprising
not to see a larger interest in
infrastructure or distributed
assets.

Infrastructure (Emerging Markets)

8.33%

Infrastructure (Global)
Private Debt
Growth Equity

Venture Capital

22.22%
8.33%
31.94%
19.44%
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venture capital focus is
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Bright Harbor
Advisors

NEW YORK
1345 Avenue of the Americas
2nd Floor
New York, NY 10105
USA
+1 (646) 278 4759
John.elliott@brightharboradvisors.com

Bright Harbor is a

management owned private
equity advisory firm with
offices in New York, Denver
and Los Angeles, providing
research-driven private
markets advice to GPs and
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LPs worldwide through its

DENVER
4600 South Syracuse,
9th Floor,
Denver, CO 80237
USA
+1 (720) 593 6644
Brett.nelson@brightharboradvisors.com

team of dedicated
professionals.

Fundraising
Bright Harbor provides
private placement services
for differentiated private
equity funds between $100

LOS ANGELES
1901 Avenue of the Stars,
Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90067
USA
+1 (310) 694 5995
Ian.schuler@brightharboradvisors.com

million and $1.5 billion.

Our LP relationships
encompass all institutional
investor types including
foundations, endowments,
public and private pensions,
family offices and HNW

individuals.
Secondary Advisory
Bright Harbor acts as a sellside advisor to limited
partners for their limited
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partnership interests and
direct assets with a tailored
process dependent upon
seller objectives and
constraints.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without the express prior permission of Bright
Harbor Advisors, LLC. Reference to information, opinion or
other material in this report should clearly state Bright
Harbor as its source.
This report has been produced to provide general information
about Bright Harbor and the private equity industry. The
information in this report does not, and is not intended to,
constitute investment advice or an offer or solicitation of
interest in respect of the acquisition of any securities or
shares, or the provision of investment management services
to any person in any jurisdiction in which such solicitation is
not authorized, or to any person to whom it would be
unlawful to make such a solicitation. While due care and
attention has been used in compiling this document, and
sources used are believed to be reliable, Bright Harbor
Advisors LLC makes no guarantee of the accuracy and
completeness of the information and disclaims any liability
including incidental or consequential damages arising from
errors or omissions.
Bright Harbor Advisors LLC is a Delaware Limited Liability
Corporation – Securities are distributed through FDX Capital
LLC, a FINRA/SIPC member.
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DISCLAIMER

FDX Capital LLC - 515 Madison Avenue, 24th floor New
York, NY 10022
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Endnotes:
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1) https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b15cc1dxds8k97/mckinsey-esg-no-longer-nicheas-assets-soar-globally
2) https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/investor-relations/larry-fink-ceo-letter
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